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An incidence of diabetes is right away growing everywhere in the world at the startling rate. For the past 3 decades, the prominence of diabetes has been substantially changed, previously it’s been taken into consideration as a minor illness of the aged humans. A gift, it has become the most critical cause of morbidity and mortality affecting the young and center-eld ... [Abstract View | Full Article View | DOI: 10.17352/2455-8583.000034]
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The association between Diabetes and cancer has been known for decades with obesity and insulin resistance being postulated as the main underlying risk factors for both disorders. With rise of the epidemic of obesity in the USA and around the globe, there has been a rise in diabetes that is currently reaching epidemic proportions. ... [Abstract View | Full Article View | DOI: 10.17352/2455-8583.000032]
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In Weimar, on the wall of Albert Schweitzer Museum, there is a memorial tablet which says: “The purpose of our life is to serve, to show solidarity and helpfulness.” The humanist medical doctor, theologian, philosopher, organist could not have expressed more clearly our confession. Behavioral therapy integrates the cure of body and soul, which occasionally show some d ...